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T.A- 01 of 2019 

MD TOHID ALI            ------ Appellant/Main defendant. 

-Vs- 

     1. SRI NARAYAN MODAK   ------ Main Respondent/Plaintiff. 

     2. SRI KALU DAS & 4 ORS       ------ Pro. Respondents/Pro. Defendants. 

This appeal came in for final hearing on 06.11.2019 in presence of- 

 Mr S.K Raha------ Ld Counsel for the Appellant/def. No-1. 
 

 Mr M. C Narzari------ Ld Counsel for the Respondent/plaintiff. 
 

Citation of Cases referred –                    Para No- 

 [2009 (3) GLT 260]            ---- 20 
 [(1996) 6 SCC 699]     ---- 21 
 [AIR 2010 SC 1654]                        ---- 23-26& 28. 
 [2017(2) GLT 568]---- 28 
 [2017(2) GLT 568]---- 28 
 [2007(1) GLT 715]                          ---- 32 
 [2008 (2) GLT 77]                           ---- 35 

 
And having stood for consideration to this day, the Court delivered the 

following judgment- 

J U D G M E N T 

1.    Challenge in this appeal is to the judgment and decree dated 29.11.2018 

passed by the ldMunsiff, Udalguri in Title Suit No-09/2013 decreeing the suit 

of the plaintiff/respondent.  
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2.     To evaluate the judgment and decree passed by the ldMunsiff, Udalguri 

in the aforesaid Title Suit, I deem it fit to put the pleadings of both the sides 

on record. 

3.1]Case of the Plaintiff/Respondent: Shorn of unnecessary details, the 

case of the plaintiff/respondent is that one SriNibaran Ch. Das, who was the 

owner and possessor of Schedule-A land by way of cultivation of paddy and 

other seasonal crops, sold the possessory right of Schedule-A land to the 

plaintiff through an unregistered sale deed for consideration of Rs-30,000/- 

on 23.12.1987 and delivered possession to the plaintiff on the same day. The 

proforma defendants are the sons and daughters of late Nibaran Chandra 

Das. Since the date of purchase, the plaintiff possessed the Schedule-A land 

peacefully and continuously by raising paddy and other seasonal crops every 

year on regular payment of land revenue. Subsequently the name of the 

plaintiff got entered into Touzibahi in place of Nibaran Ch. Dasand possessory 

right whatsoever Nibaran Chandra Das had over Schedule-A land devolved 

upon the plaintiff.  

3.2]     On 22/03/2010 defendant no-1 sold the possessory rights of his 

homestead land measuring 9‟‟x16‟‟ along with an Assam Type house standing 

thereon having two rooms and another plot of open land measuring 54‟‟x30‟‟ 

on the western side of his homestead land for consideration of Rs-

10,00,000/-(ten lacs) through an unregistered sale deed and handed over 

possession to the plaintiff on the same day. Since defendant no-1 had no 

alternative landed property to shift, he requested the plaintiff to allow him to 

stay in one of the rooms in the said Assam Type house and accordingly the 

plaintiff permitted defendant no-1 to stay in one of those sold out room 

temporarily along with his family members till alternative arrangement was 

made. But after sometime, the brother of defendant no-1 had forcefully taken 

back the possession of open space measuring 54‟‟x30‟‟ by dispossessing the 

plaintiff and thus laterondefendant no-1 promised the plaintiff to pay Rs-

3,20,000/- as consideration for the open space and executed one deed 

thereto but the defendant no-1 never paid the said amount. Since defendant 
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no-1 could not make any arrangement to shift from the Assam Type house, 

which he sold to the plaintiff, defendant no-1 requested the plaintiff on 

30.05.2011 to allow him to live on some portion of schedule-A land by 

constructing a temporary dwelling house on promise that he will vacate the 

same as and when plaintiff requires it and accordingly the plaintiff on 

humanitarian ground allowed the defendant no-1 to live over 1 Kata of land 

as mentioned in schedule-B, which is part of schedule-A land. Subsequently 

in the last part of month of August, 2011, defendant no-1 started living on 

that Schedule-B land with his family by constructing dwelling house and rest 

of Schedule-A land measuring 2B-4Kas shown in Schedule-C remained under 

the exclusive possession of the plaintiff.Defendant no-1 was living in 

Schedule-B landby constructing three structures, out of which two were 

roofed with CI sheet with „Katcha‟ walls and floors measuring about 16”x12 “ 

each and another structuremeasuring about 13” x 10 “ withthatched roof and 

„katcha‟ wall and floor.  

3.3]     Since the plaintiff was in need ofschedule-B land, he approached 

defendant no-1 and requested him to vacate the same on several occasions 

but defendant no-1 did not vacate the same on one or the other plea rather 

from 18.01.2013 onwards, the defendant no-1 started selling earth to „Tela-

wallas‟ (cart-pullers)by digging from Schedule-B land. When the plaintiff had 

gone to stop defendant no-1 from doing so, defendant no-1 abused him and 

even threatened to dispossess him from schedule-C land. The defendant no-1 

also threatened to kill him, for which the plaintiff had no option but to leave 

the suit land out of fear and on that day itself i.e on 21.01.2013, the plaintiff 

lodged one FIR with the Kalaigaon P.S.Defendant no-1 also prevented the 

plaintiff from cultivating schedule-C land on 28/01/2013 when his servants 

had gone to plough over there after harvesting „swarnamasuri‟ and 

threatened the plaintiff not to enter Schedule-C land in future for ploughing. 

Hence, plaintiff instituted this suit for the declaratory decree for possessory 

right over the suit land i.e schedule- B and Schedule-C land and for recovery 

of khas possession of the suit land by ejecting defendant no-1 on the basis of 

previous possession of the plaintiff along with other consequential reliefs. 
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4.1]  Case of Defendant no-1/Appellant: The claims/averments made in 

the plaint were resisted by defendant no-1(appellant) by filing written 

statement, wherein he questioned the maintainability of the suit apart from 

raising other routine plea of denial. Defendant no-1 admitted the sale of 

Assam Type house with open space to the plaintiff by him for Rs-10 lakhs. 

Out of the said amount of Rs-10 Lakh, the plaintiff was supposed to pay 

seven (7) lakhs in cash and in lieu of the remaining three (3) lakhs,the 

plaintiff was supposed to give schedule-A land to defendant no-1. Accordingly 

the plaintiff paid two lakhs on the date of execution of unregistered Sale 

Deed dated 22.03.2010 and handed over the possession of schedule-A land 

to defendant no-1 for consideration of 3 lakhs and out of rest of 7 lakhs, the 

plaintiff paid only Rs-80,000/-. After execution of Sale Deed on 22.03.2010, 

the defendant no-1 remained in one of the rooms sold out to the plaintiff and 

started construction of dwelling house on Schedule-A land and thereafter he 

shifted to schedule-A land with his family and has been living there since 

22.03.2010. Defendant no-1 admitted that the suit land is Touzi-bahi land 

and the name of the plaintiff was there in Touzi-bahi and the plaintiff was 

paying penalty for occupancy of government land but since 22.03.2010 the 

defendant no-1 is exclusively possessing the suit land and as such the 

plaintiff has no right over the said land.  

4.2]   At the time of executing unregistered Sale Deed in favour of the 

plaintiff for the homestead and open land of defendant No-1 on 22.03.2010, 

defendant No-1 put a signature on a blank paper on request from the plaintiff 

for submitting it for transferring and mutating the sold out land in the name 

of plaintiff in the Office of Circle Officer. Then on 27.05.2011 the defendant 

No-1 came to know that a document has been prepared by the plaintiff 

showing that the defendant no-1 had promised to pay an amount of Rs-

3,20,000/- to the plaintiff. Infact the plaintiff prepared the said alleged Sale 

Deed of 26.05.2011 on the blank paper on which the defendant no-1 put his 

signature on 22.03.2010 without giving any date. The alleged suit land is 

purely a government land and the defendant no-1 has exclusive possession 
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over it since 22.03.2010. Considering the above, the defendant no-1 has 

prayed for dismissing the suit with compensatory costs.  

5]  On the basis of above pleadings, the ld Court below framed the 

following issues:- 

I) Whether the suit is maintainable? 

II) Is there any cause of action for the suit? 

III) Whether the suit is bad for non-joinder of necessary parties? 

IV) Whether the plaintiff has righttitle & interest over the suit land 

described in the Schedule-B and Schedule-C of the plaint? 

V) To what relief, if any, the plaintiff is entitled to? 

6]The ld trial Court considered the pleadings and evidences, both oral and 

documentary, adduced by both the sides and having heard the arguments 

advanced by both the sides, decreed the suit of the plaintiffs by the 

impugned judgment and decree which is under challenge in this appeal. 

7]Memorandum of Appeal: I have gone through the memorandum of 

appeal. It appears to me that the impugned judgment and decree of the ld 

Court below has been assailed as many as on ten (10) grounds but for the 

sake of brevity, the grounds are not mentioned here rather the said grounds 

would be discussed lateron while revisiting the issues decided by the ld Court 

below.    

8]Points for determination: Considering all the aspects of law and facts 

and the memorandum of appeal in particular, the following point has been 

formulated for determination in this appeal- 

Whether the judgment and decree passed by the ld trial Court 

in the original suit (TS No-09/2013) is just and proper or 

needs any interference in this appeal? 

9] Discussion, Decision and Reasons thereof: The ld Counsels for 

both the sides have been heard and the evidence on record, documentary 

and oral, relied on and led by both the sides, have also been carefully 
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considered. The C/R of Title Suit No-09/2013 has also been meticulously 

gone into. In my considered opinion, it would be apposite to specifically deal 

with the findings of the ld Court below on each issue which ultimately led the 

Court to pass the judgment and decree which is challenged in this appeal.  

Issue No-I: 

[Whether the suit is maintainable?] 

10]       It is seen that the ld Court below decided this issue in affirmative. The 

defendant‟s side merely stated that the suit is not maintainable without 

specifically mentioning the reason for the same. The suit was otherwise filed 

within the period of limitation too. After hearing both the sides and on 

perusal of the materials on record, I do not find any reason to question the 

maintainability of the suit filed by the plaintiff/respondent. So, the issue in 

hand is decided in affirmative in favour of the plaintiff/respondent by 

affirming the decision of the ld Court below.  

Issue No-II: 

[Is there any cause of action for the suit?] 

 11] The expression „cause of action‟ has a judicially settled meaning. 

Plainly speaking, „cause of action‟ means and denotes all material facts on 

which a right is founded. In other words, cause of action is nothing but a 

bundle of facts which a party to a suit, claiming a relief under the law, is 

required to prove in order to have the suit decreed in his favour. In the 

instant suit, the plaintiff claimed that he has acquired possessory right, 

interest and possession over the suit land by virtue of purchase from one 

Nibaran Chandra Das and that the defendant no-1 was allowed to stay in 

some part of the suit land (schedule-B land) on humanitarian ground as he 

had no land to stay with his family members. Per contra, the defendant no-1 

claimed that he has acquired possessory right, interest and possession over 

the suit land by virtue of purchase from the plaintiff on 22.03.2010. The 

above assertions by the plaintiff/respondent and denials by defendant No-

1/appellant involve a bundle of facts which require adjudication and hence 
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there is cause of action for the suit. Hence this issue is decided in affirmative 

in favour of the plaintiff/respondent by upholding the decision of the ld Court 

below. 

Issue No-III: 

[Whether the suit is bad for non-joinder of necessary parties?] 
 

12]  It is seen that the defendant No-1 in his written statement claimed that 

the suit of the plaintiff is bad for non-joinder of necessary party but the 

defendant no-1 did not specifically mention the particular necessary party 

who has been left out by the plaintiff in the suit. But during argument, the ld 

Counsel for the appellant/defendant no-1submitted by referring to the plaint 

that the brother of defendant no-1 should have been arrayed as party to the 

suit by the plaintiff. It is stated in the plaint that on 22/03/2010 the 

defendant no-1 sold the possessory rights of his homestead land measuring 

9‟‟x16‟‟ along with an Assam type house standing thereon having two rooms 

and another plot of open land measuring 54‟‟x30‟‟ on the western side of his 

homestead land for consideration of Rs-10,00,000/-(ten lacs) to the plaintiff 

through an unregistered sale deed and possession was handed over to the 

plaintiff on the same day. It is further stated in the plaint that since 

defendant no-1 had no alternative landed property to shift, he requested the 

plaintiff to allow him to stay in one of the rooms in the said Assam type 

house and accordingly he was permitted by the plaintiff to stay in one of 

those sold out room temporarily along with his family members till alternative 

arrangement was made. But after sometime, the brother of defendant no-1 

had forcefully taken back the possession of open space measuring 54‟‟x30‟‟ by 

dispossessing the plaintiff. On that premise the ld Counsel for the 

appellant/defendant no-1 submitted that the brother of defendant No-1 is a 

necessary party. Countering the aforesaid stand, the ld Counsel for the 

respondent/plaintiff submitted that the land from which the plaintiff was 

dispossessed is not included in the suit land and as such the brother of 

defendant no-1 is not a necessary party. On the face of rival contentions, I 

have perused the plaint and evidence on record and found that the 
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respondent/plaintiff was dispossessed by the brother of defendant no-1 from 

a land which has no connection with the suit land (schedule-B and schedule-C 

land, which are part of schedule-A land) measuring 3 Bighas. When the 

plaintiff was not dispossessed by the brother of defendant no-1 from any part 

of the suit land, the question of impleading the brother of defendant no-1 as 

a party to the original suit did not arise. Hence I am in agreement with the 

decision arrived at by the ld Court below on this issue and accordingly the 

issue in hand is decided in negative.  

Issue No-IV: 

[Whether the plaintiff has right, title & interest over the suit land as described 

in Schedule-B and Schedule-C of the plaint?] 

13]    The issue in hand is the most vital issue for determination in this 

appeal. As far as this issue is concerned, the ld Court below came to the 

conclusion that theplaintiff/respondent has right, title & interest over the suit 

land described in the Schedule-B and Schedule-C of the plaint. The plaintiff 

filed the suit inter alia for a declaratory decree for possessory right over the 

suit landwithout claiming title over the samefor obvious reason that the suit 

land is a „Touzi‟ land on which title cannot be claimed by private person. Now 

let me travel through the evidence on record vis a vis the reasoning given by 

the ld Court below in arriving at conclusion in the issue in hand. 

14]     The plaintiff as PW-1 corroborated the stand taken by him in the 

plaint. Let me now bring on record the relevant part of evidence of PW-1 

which forms the bone of contention. PW-1 deposed in his examination-in-

chief on affidavit that since defendant no-1 could not make any arrangement 

to shift from the Assam type house which he sold to him (i.ethe plaintiff), 

defendant no-1 made request to him on 30.05.2011 to allow him to live on 

some portion of schedule-A land by constructing a temporary dwelling house 

on promise that he will vacate the same as and when plaintiff requires it and 

accordingly the plaintiff on humanitarian ground allowed the defendant no-1 

to live over 1 Kata of land as mentioned in schedule-B, which is part of 
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schedule-A land. PW-1 further stated that subsequently in the last part of 

month of August, 2011, the defendant no-1 started living on that Schedule-B 

land with his family by constructing dwelling house and rest of the schedule-A 

land measuring 2Bigha4Kataas shown Schedule-C remained under the 

exclusive possession of the plaintiff. PW-1 further stated that the defendant 

no-1 was living in Schedule-B landby constructing three structures, out of 

which two were roofed with CI sheet with „Katcha‟ walls and floors measuring 

about 16” x 12 “ each and another structures measuring about 13” x 10 “ 

with thatched roof and „katcha‟ wall and floor. PW-1 further stated that since 

he (i.ethe plaintiff) was required the schedule-B land, he approached 

defendant no-1 and requested him to vacate the same on several occasions 

but defendant no-1 did not vacate the same on one or the other plea rather 

from 18.01.2013 onwards, defendant no-1 started selling earth by digging to 

„Tela-wallas‟ (cart-pullers) from Schedule-B land.PW-1 further stated that 

when hehad gone to stop the defendant no-1 from doing so, the defendant 

no-1 abused him and even threatened to dispossess him from the schedule-C 

land. PW-1 further stated that the defendant no-1 also threatened to kill him, 

for which he (i.ethe plaintiff) had no option but to leave the suit land out of 

fear and on that day itself i.e on 21.01.2013, he lodged one FIR with the 

Kalaigaon P.S.PW-1 further stated that the defendant no-1 also prevented 

him from cultivating on schedule-C land on 28/01/2013 when his servants 

had gone to plough over there after harvesting „swarnamasuri‟ and 

threatened the plaintiff not to enter Schedule-C land in future for 

ploughing.Other PWs corroborated the stand of PW-1. The defendant‟s side 

could not bring out anything during the cross-examination of the PWs which 

could demolish the material points of plaintiff‟s stand.  

15]      It is evident from the plaint as well as from the depositions of the 

PWs that the defendant No-1/appellant was allowed by the plaintiff to stay 

temporarily on schedule-B land until he makes any permanent arrangement 

for himself. If we travel through the cross-examination of the DWs, it can be 

seen that all the DWs including the defendant no-1/appellant (DW-1) 

admitted that defendant no-1 became homeless after selling his house along 
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with landed properties to the plaintiff and that he was allowed by the plaintiff 

to stay on the suit land temporarily. DW-1 himself admitted that the plaintiff 

allowed him to stay on the suit land until he makes a permanent 

arrangement for himself. DW-2 also admitted that suit land belonged to the 

plaintiff as per his information. Again DW-3 admitted that after the sale of his 

house and plot of land by defendant to the plaintiff, he was allowed to reside 

temporarily over the suit land. DW-4 also admitted that the defendant was 

residing temporarily on the suit land with the permission of the plaintiff. DW-

5 also admitted that the suit land belonged to the plaintiff Narayan Modak. 

16]       Further in order to prove his possessory right over the suit land, the 

plaintiff/respondent has exhibited the unregistered Sale Deed (Ext-1) by 

which he purchased the suit land from Nibaran Das for Rs-30,000/- in 1987 

as well as by producing the revenue payment receipts (Ext-2 to Ext-9). So, 

the plaintiff/respondent has discharged his initial burden of proof regarding 

his possessory right over the suit land and by doing so, he shifted back the 

onus on defendant No-1/appellant. But the defendant No-1/appellant failed 

to shift the burden back to the plaintiff/respondent as he has failed to prove 

that he had purchased possessory right of the suit land from the 

plaintiff/respondent. This is evident from the fact that defendant no-

1/appellant (DW-1) himself admitted that he did not have any document to 

show his claim over the suit land. The defendant no-1/appellant has failed to 

produce and exhibit the document by which he has allegedly purchased the 

possessory right over the suit land from the plaintiff. Defendant No-1 himself 

mentioned in his written statement that the suit land is Touzi-bahi land and 

the name of the plaintiff was there in Touzi-bahi and the plaintiff was paying 

penalty for occupancy of government land. Albeit defendant no-1/appellant 

stated that he is exclusively possessing the suit land since 22.03.2010 but 

neither such exclusive possessionby him has been proved nor the right under 

which such exclusive possession is claimed has been proved by the defendant 

no-1/appellant. 
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17]Defendant no-1 (DW-1) stated that he sold Assam Type house with open 

space to the plaintifffor Rs-10 lakhs and out of the said amount of Rs-10 

Lakh, the plaintiff was supposed to pay seven (7) lakhs in cash and in lieu of 

the remaining three (3) lakhs,the plaintiff was supposed to give schedule-A 

land to defendant no-1. Accordingly the plaintiff paid two lakhs on the date of 

execution of unregistered Sale Deed dated 22.03.2010 and handed over the 

possession of schedule-A land to defendant no-1 for consideration of 3 lakhs 

and out of rest of 7 lakhs, the plaintiff paid only Rs-80,000/-.  So, as per 

defendant no-1/appellant, this is how he got the possessory right over the 

schedule-A land since 22.03.2010. But as stated above, the defendant no-1 

has failed to exhibit the document by which the aforesaid arrangement for 

getting the possessory right over the schedule-A land was made in between 

him and the plaintiff.    

18]Admittedly the defendant No-1/appellant sold his house along with an 

open plot of land to the plaintiff/respondent for a consideration amount of 

Rs-10 lakh. The stand of the plaintiff/respondent as found from his plaint and 

deposition before the court is that the brother of defendant no-

1/appellanthad forcefully taken back the possession of open space measuring 

54‟‟ x 30‟‟ by dispossessing the plaintiff and thus laterondefendant no-

1/appellant promised the plaintiff/respondent to pay Rs-3,20,000/- as 

consideration for the open space and executed one deed thereto but the 

defendant no-1 never paid the said amount. Per contra, the defendant no-

1/appellant denied any such incident and promise by him or execution of any 

deed by him rather the defendant no-1/appellant contended that at the time 

of executing unregistered Sale Deed in favour of the plaintiff for the 

homestead and open land by him on 22.03.2010, he (defendant No-1) put a 

signature on a blank paper on request from the plaintiff for submitting it for 

transferring and mutating the sold out land in the name of plaintiff in the 

Office of Circle Officer. But on 27.05.2011 the defendant No-1 came to know 

that a document has been prepared by the plaintiff showing that the 

defendant no-1 had promised to pay an amount of Rs-3,20,000/- to the 

plaintiff. So, the stand of defendant no-1/appellant is that the plaintiff 
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prepared the said alleged Deed of 26.05.2011 on the blank paper on which 

he (i.edefendant no-1) put his signature on 22.03.2010 without giving any 

date.So, the defendant No-1/appellant has alleged that the said deed is a 

forged one. It can be seen from the WS of defendant No-1 that he 

immediately informed about the aforesaid forgery to village headman Sri 

Bhabi Ram Kachari. Further defendant no-1 (DW-1) stated in his 

examination-in-chief on affidavit that  there were village meetings in the 

wake of the aforesaid incident and the Circle Officer, Kalaigaon Revenue 

Circle engaged one MukulSaikia and SurenKachari(LatGaonBura) to settle the 

matter but the plaintiff did not extend any co-operation. Under the aforesaid 

circumstances,MukulSaikia and SurenKachari could have been vital witnesses 

for defendant no-1 but he did not bring them before the dock. Further 

BhabiramKachari(Village Headman), who submitted his evidence on affidavit, 

had expired before he could be cross-examined by the other side and as such 

his examination-in-chief on affidavit has no evidentiary value. Further the 

defendant no-1 could have filed an FIR too after coming to know about the 

deed allegedly prepared by way of forgery by the plaintiff but there is nothing 

on record showing lodging of any FIR by defendant no-1. All these have 

created doubt on forgery plea of defendant no-1/appellant. 

19]  It is settled position of law that one who claims making of any document 

by way of forgery has to prove the same and it is not at all the burden of the 

other side to disprove the forgery but as stated above, no amount of 

evidence has been laid by defendant no-1/appellant to prove forgery against 

the plaintiff/respondent. So the defendant no-1/appellant has failed to satisfy 

the mandate of section-101 and 102 of the Evidence Act, which are 

reproduced below-  

Section-101. Burden of proof. -Whoever desires any Court to give 

judgment as to any legal right or liability dependent on the existence of facts 

which he asserts, must prove that those facts exist. When a person is bound 

to prove the existence of any fact, it is said that the burden of proof lies on 

that person. 
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Section 102. On whom burden of proof lies.- The burden of proof in a 

suit or proceeding lies on that person who would fail if no evidence at all 

were given on either side. 

20]In Tandonbi Devi and Ors –Vs- KalamuSingha and Ors [2009 (3) 

GLT 260], the Hon‟bleGauhati High Court held that when fraud, 

misrepresentation or undue influence is alleged by a party in a suit, normally, 

the burden is on him to prove such fraud, undue influence or 

misrepresentation. 

21]The ld Counsel for the defendant No-1/appellant further argued that the 

suit land is not identifiable as there is no boundary description of schedule-A 

land, out of which suit land (schedule-B and schedule-C)was carved out and 

as such, no relief can be granted to the plaintiff/respondent with respect to 

the suit land. The ld Counsel referred to the decision of Hon‟ble SC as passed 

in Nahar Singh –Vs- Harnak Singh &Ors [(1996) 6 SCC 699]. In that 

case, it was held that it is well settled that unless the property in question for 

which the relief has been sought for is identifiable, no decree can be granted 

in respect of the same.  

22]It can be seen that schedule-B and schedule-C land (i.e suit land) is part 

and parcel of schedule-A land and the defendant no-1/appellant has not 

denied the same. Boundary descriptions of schedule-B and schedule-C land 

(i.e suit land) are very much there in the plaint. Further it can be seen that 

defendant no-1admitted that he sold hisAssam Type house with open space 

to the plaintiff for Rs-10 lakhs and out of the said amount of Rs-10 Lakh, the 

plaintiff was supposed to pay seven (7) lakhs in cash and in lieu of the 

remaining three (3) lakhs,the plaintiff was supposed to give schedule-A land 

to him (defendant no-1). So, defendant no-1 did not dispute the identity of 

schedule-A land while allegedly accepting the schedule-A land in lieu of 

consideration amount of Rs-3 lakh.Under the aforesaid circumstances, it 

cannot be said that the suit land is not identifiable. In view of the aforesaid 

reasons, the stand of the ld counsel for the appellant/defendant no-1 that the 

suit land is not identifiable is not acceptable. 
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23]The ld Counsel for the appellant/defendant no-1, by referring to Para No-

4 of the plaint vis a visSection-17 and 49 of the Indian Registration Act, 

argued that no devolution of property, the value of which was Rs-10 lakh, 

can take place by an unregistered sale deed. In support of his contention, the 

ld Counsel referred to the decision of the Hon‟ble SC passed in S. Kaladevi –

Vs- R. Somasundaram&Ors [AIR 2010 SC 1654].  

24]In Para-10 of the aforesaid judgment, it was held as follows- 

 “Section 17 of the 1908 Act is a disabling section. The documents defined in 

clauses (a) to (e) therein require registration compulsorily. Accordingly, sale 

of immovable property of the value of Rs-100 and more requires compulsory 

registration. Part X of the 1908 Act deals with the effects of registration and 

non-registration.” 

25]       In Para-11 of the aforesaid judgment, it was held as follows- 

“Section-49 gives teeth to Section-17 by providing effect of non-registration 

of documents required to be registered. Section 49 reads thus: 

No document required by Section 17 or by any provision of the Transfer of 

Property Act, 1882 (4 of 1882), to be registered shall— 

(a) affect any immovable property comprised therein, or 

(b) confer any power to adopt, or 

(c) be received as evidence of any transaction affecting such property or 

conferring such power,unless it has been registered: 

Provided that an unregistered document affecting immovable property and 

required by this Act or the Transfer of Property Act, 1882 (4 of 1882), to be 

registered may be received as evidence of a contract in a suit for specific 

performance under Chapter II of the Specific Relief Act, 1877 or as evidence 

of any collateral transaction not required to be effected by registered 

instrument.” 
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26]       In Para-12 of the aforesaid judgment, it was held as follows- 

“The main provision in Section-49 provides that any document which is 

required to be registered, if not registered, shall not affect any immovable 

property comprised therein nor shall such document be received as evidence 

of any transaction affecting such property. The proviso, however, would 

show that an unregistered document affecting immovable property and 

required by the 1908 Act or the Transfer of Property Act, 1882 to be 

registered may be received as an evidence to the contract in a suit for 

specific performance or as evidence of any collateral transaction not required 

to be effected by registered instrument. By virtue of the proviso, therefore, 

an unregistered sale deed of an immovable property of the value of Rs-100/- 

and more could be admitted in evidence as evidence of a contract in a suit 

for specific performance of the contract. Such an unregistered sale deed can 

also be admitted in evidence as an evidence of any collateral transaction not 

required to be effected by registered document. When an unregistered sale 

deed is tendered in evidence, not as evidence of a completed sale, but as 

proof of an oral agreement of sale, the deed can be received in evidence 

making an endorsement that it is received only as evidence of an oral 

agreement of sale under the proviso to Section 49 of the 1908 Act.” 

27]There is no doubt that an unregistered sale deed cannot convey title of 

any property, the value of which is Rs-100/- or more but here in the instant 

suit, the appellant/defendant no-1 himself admitted in his written statement 

that he sold his Assam Type house with open space to the plaintiff for Rs-10 

lakhs. The defendant no-1 further admitted that out of the said amount of 

Rs-10 Lakh, the plaintiff was supposed to pay seven (7) lakhs in cash and in 

lieu of the remaining three (3) lakhs,the plaintiff was supposed to give 

schedule-A land to him (i.edefendant no-1) and accordingly the plaintiff paid 

two lakhs on the date of execution of unregistered Sale Deed dated 

22.03.2010 and handed over the possession of schedule-A land to defendant 

no-1 for consideration of Rs-3 lakhs and out of rest of 7 lakhs, the plaintiff 

paid only Rs-80,000/-.So on the face of such admission by the 
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appellant/defendant no-1 in his WS, evidentiary value of unregistered sale 

deed is out of question here. Even if the unregistered sale deed is put out of 

consideration here, the aforesaid oral admission of defendant no-1/appellant 

has left no room for doubt on the issue.Further the house and land which 

was sold by defendant no-1/appellant to the plaintiff/respondent vide an 

unregistered deed is not the suit land in this suit. Here the question is 

whether the defendant no-1/appellant got possession over schedule-A land in 

lieu of payment of cash amount of Rs-3 lakh as a part-payment for the house 

and vacant land purchased by the plaintiff/respondent from defendant no-

1/appellant but as stated above, the defendant no-1/appellant has failed to 

discharge his initial burden of proving the same.  

28]     The ld Counsel for the appellant/defendant no-1 further argued that 

an unregistered Sale Deed cannot confer title on land and that the ld Court 

below has granted title over the suit land to the respondent/plaintiff though 

the respondent/plaintiff did not even pray for title over the suit land in his 

plaint. In this respect, the ld Counsel referred to the following judicial 

decisions-  

I) Parikshit Dutta –Vs- Bijoy Agarwal [2017(2) GLT 568]  

passedby Hon‟bleGauhati High Court; 

II) GajendranathMahanta& Another –Vs- Pranpati Choudhury,  

[2001(1) GLT 76] passed by Hon‟bleGauhati High Court & 

III) S. Kaladevi –Vs- R. Somasundaram&Ors 

               [AIR 2010 SC 1654]passed by Hon‟ble Supreme Court. 

29]In all the aforesaid cases, the Hon‟ble Courts reiterated the 

establishedprinciple that an unregistered sale deed cannot confer title over 

property of value of Rs-100 or more and thus such unregistered sale deed 

cannot be received in evidence for proof of conveying title. 

30] Admittedly the plaintiff/respondent did not pray for declaration of title 

over the suit land rather the plaintiff/respondent prayed for declaration of his 

possessory right over the suit land but the ld Court below passed a decree 
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inter alia declaring right, title and interest of the plaintiff/respondent over the 

suit land. Such granting of title over the „Touzibahi‟ land (government land) is 

not permissible under the existing land laws. Land Revenue Receipts as 

exhibited by the plaintiff/respondent vis a vis Ext-1 do indicate that the 

plaintiff/respondent got possessory right over the suit land. Further the 

admissions of DWs as stated above have given an indication of continuous 

possession of the plaintiff/respondent over the suit land till his possessory 

right became clouded. As such the plaintiff/respondent has discharged his 

initial burden of proof and shifted the onus back on defendant No-1/appellant 

butdefendant No-1/appellant failed to shift back the burden on the 

plaintiff/respondent in as much as the defendant No-1/appellant has failed to 

exhibit any documentary evidence by which he purchased the possessory 

right of the suit land from the plaintiff/respondent.  

31]   Admittedly no document has been placed on record by the 

plaintiff/respondent to show that he got the status of either the land-holder 

or settlement holder in terms of provisions of the Assam Land and Revenue 

Regulation, 1886 and the same is also not claimed by the 

plaintiff/respondent. As such the possession of the plaintiff/respondent over 

the suit land was permissive occupier only and not adverse in any way. 

32]      The judgment of Hon‟bleGauhati High Court in 

KanchanHazarika&Ors –Vs- Monorama Sharma [2007(1)GLT 715] as 

referred to by the ld Counsel for the plaintiff/respondent is relevant here. In 

that case, the Hon‟bleGauhati High Court held that an unregistered Sale Deed 

conveying the suit land, the value of which is Rs-100/- or more cannot 

convey any title to the purchaser.  

 33]    The Court further held inPara-12 as follows- 

            "The term „title‟ is a broad expression in law, which need not always 

be understood as akin to ownership. The expression „title‟ conveys different 

forms of right to a property which can include a right to possess such 

property. Lawful possession of immovable property in a situation where 
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ownership in an absolute term is yet to be established confers good title on 

the possessor as against the whole world except the true legal owner of such 

property. Such „title‟ has to be recognized by the Courts against all except the 

true owner. In the present case, the concurrent finding of fact recorded by 

both the learned Courts below with regard to possession of the suit land is in 

favour of the plaintiff. The said finding of fact has been recorded by the 

Courts below on an evaluation and consideration of the evidence and 

materials on record, which consideration does not disclose any fundamental 

irregularity or illegality. Though no specific issue of possession was framed 

yet a reading of the pleadings of the respective parties make it clear that 

both the parties had asserted possession of the suit land in their respective 

favour. Both the parties, therefore, knew that the issue of possession of the 

suit land was involved. In such a situation, merely because no issue was 

specifically framed with regard to possession, the said fact by itself will not 

warrant a finding that the learned Courts below ought not to have come to 

any decision with regard to the possession of the suit land by either of the 

parties. If possession has been found in favour of the plaintiff by both the 

learned Courts below and if this Court is inclined to take the view that such a 

finding has been correctly reached on due consideration of the evidence and 

materials on record, the said finding must be allowed to prevail by the 

Second Appellate Court. The limited title of the plaintiff on the basis of her 

possession on the suit land, therefore, has to be protected by the Court until 

a better version of such title, i.e ownership is claimed and established in 

accordance with law before the appropriate forum.” 

34]       The aforesaid decision is very much vital and relevant in the present 

case for two reasons- i) in the instant case, the ld Court below granted title 

which is akin to ownership and ii) the ld Court below also did not frame any 

issue on „possession of the suit land‟, rather it has framed issue on „right, title 

and interest‟. But as in the above case, the ld Court below found possession 

of the suit land in favourof the plaintiff/respondent on due consideration of 

the evidence and materials on record.For the aforesaid reasons, I am of the 

view that the decision arrived at by the learned Court below in the issue in 
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hand needs to be affirmed with the slight modification that the declaration of 

title in favour of the plaintiff/respondent shall be understood to be one of 

possessory title and not a title akin to ownership.  

35]As we know that the civil cases are decided on mere preponderance of 

probability and not the principle of „beyond reasonable doubt‟ which is 

applicable in criminal law. In Dolly Khonglah& Another –Vs- Dilip Kr. 

Singhania& Another [2008(2) GLT 77], it was held by the Hon‟bleGauhati 

High Court as follows: 

“The appellate court shall keep in mind that in the Evidence Act, the principle 

of law is that even where evidence adduced by both the parties is imperfect, 

court has to decide on probability. Evidence of only one party even when no 

evidence of rebuttal is led by opposite party need not necessarily be 

accepted. In other words, in civil cases the plaintiff can succeed in his suit 

only on the strength of his case and not on the weakness of his adversary.  

36]On the basis of what has been adumbrated above andon application of 

the principle of preponderance of probability, I am of unhesitant opinion that 

the plaintiff/respondent has the possessory right/possessory title over the suit 

land which is in contradiction to right, title and interest over the suit land as 

granted by the ld Court below. So, the issue in hand is decided in favour of 

the plaintiff/respondent by affirming the decision of the ld Court below with 

the slight modification as stated above. 

Issue No-V: 

[To what relief, if any, the plaintiff is entitled to ?] 

37]     The plaintiff/respondent hasinter alia prayed for a declaration that he 

has possessory right over the suit land along with other consequential relief 

of recovery of khas possession and permanent injunction. It has already been 

stated while deciding issue no-IV that the plaintiff/respondent has the 

possessory right over the suit land.Under such circumstances, the relief 
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granted by the ld court below is otherwise affirmed with slight modification as 

mentioned in issue no-IV 

ORDER 

38]For the aforesaid reasons, I am of the view that the judgment and decree 

passed by the learned Court below is just and proper and the same needs to 

be affirmed with the slight modification that the declaration of title in favour 

of the plaintiff/respondent shall be understood to be one of possessory 

right/possessory title. The other consequential reliefs granted in favour of the 

plaintiff/respondent by the learned Court below shall stand affirmed.  

39]    In the result, the appeal is dismissed on contest, by upholding the 

Judgment and Decree dated 29.11.2018 passed by the ldMunsiff, Udalguri in 

T.S-09/2013, with slight modification as mentioned above. However, in the 

facts and circumstances of the case, I leave the parties to bear their own 

costs. With the appeal being disposed of, the stay order on the judgment and 

decree of the ld Court below stands vacated. 

40]      The operative part of the judgment is pronounced in open Court.  

41]        Prepare decree accordingly within fifteen days.  

42]     Send down the LCR (C/R of T.S No-09/2013) to the ldMunsiff, Udalguri 

with a copy of this judgment. 

43]     Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this 5th day of 

December, 2019. 

 

                                                         (NUR MUHAMMAD ABDULLAH AHMED) 

Civil Judge, Udalguri, Assam 


